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IN THE

IN AND FOR THE

NINTH CIRCUIT.

F. H. WASKEY and JOSEPH M.

CRABTREE,
Appellants,

vs. ) No. 1517.

ELMA McNAUGHT and OTTO
HALLA,

Appellees.

BRIEF FOR APPELLEES

This appeal herein calls upon this court to deter-

mine whether or not the trial court committeed an

abuse of legal di'^cretion in granting the preliminary

injunction.

The Code of Civil Procedure of Alaska provides,

Chapter Forty-one, Section 386, page 229 (Carter's

Annotated Alaska Codes).



Sec. 386. Injunction during pendency of suit.

When it appears by the complaint that the plaintiff

is entitled to the relief demanded, and such relief or

any part thereof, consists in restraining the commission

or continuance of some act the commission or continu-

ing of which during the litigation would produce in-

jury to the plaintiff; or when it appears by affidavit

that the defendant is doing, or threatens or is about to

do, or is procuring or suffering to be done, some act in

violation of the plaintiff's rights concerning the subject

of the action, and tending to render the judgment

ineffectual ; or when it appears that the defendant

threatens or is about to remove or dispose of his prop-

erty, or any part thereof, with intent to delay or de-

fraud his creditors, an injunction may be allowed to

restrain such act, removal, or disposition.

Section i. Title II, Chapter One of the Alaska Code

of Civil Procedure also provides:

Sec. I. Only one form of action.

*'The distinction between actions at law and

suits in equity, and the forms of all such actions

and suits, are abolished, and there shall be but one

form of action for the enforcement or protection

of private rights and the redress or prevention of

private wrongs, which is determined a civil

action."

Carter's Annotated Alaska Codes, p. 145.

Courts of the United States administer the rights

conferred by State statutes.
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Reynolds v. Crawfordsville Bank, 112 U. S.

411.

'^Instead of curtailing, abridging or abolishing

any known kinds of equitable remedy, new and ad-

ditional ones must from time to time be invented to

respond to new wants, facts and relations."

Pomeroy's Remedies and Remedial Rights,

2nd Ed., Sec. 55, p. 61.

The unique conditions existing in the Seward Penin-

sula in Alaska call more urgently for the exercise of the

writ of injunction than any other locality in the world.

Its entire industry is mining, nearly entirely by the sys-

tem of deep gravel mining, in which the pay gravel is

extracted from great depths and placed upon the

ground and thereafter sluiced and the gold cleaned up.

Here, more than in any other locality, is it necessary

to avoid multiplicity of actions, and as far as lies in

the court's power make one action if possible finally

determine the rights of the parties and do full justice

as between all the parties. The practice of granting

injunctions in the Nome District against sluicing up

dumps extracted from ground the title to which was in

dispute has been in existence for years, and to the pres-

ent time it has been the most satisfactory mode recog-

nized by litigants.

The entire value of the gravel lies in the gold con-

tained in it and which could be obtained and handled

to an advantage, only after the gravel was worked,



thawed and washed, and the gold extracted therefrom.

The gravel as such is not a marketable, portable

article, its position had been changed from below the

surface to the top, and in both positions, its character

is the same. It could not be used until the gravel was

worked, thawxd and washed; this the Court restrained

the appellants from doing, pendente lite, and it cer-

tainly was within the law so to do.

The gold when extracted and in the possession of the

appellants would be beyond the reach of the appellees,

be the latter ever so much entitled to the possession of it.

The population of Alaska, at least that portion of

Alaska, where the property in controversy is situate,

is a floating one; it is there simply to get out the gold,

and then get out of the country.

The gravel that contains the gold in paying quantities

is very largely far below the surface. And where per-

haps one-half of the owners of the property reside out-

side of the District of Alaska, to permit parties to treat

dumps of gravel taken out, as personal property and

relegate the true owner of the property to bis action

at law for damages, would result in a destruction of the

inheritance or of the very substance of the estate itself,

it only being valuable for this one purpose,—mining.

The granting or withholding of an injunction pen-

dente lite ordinarily rests in the sound discretion of the

Court to which the application is made.

Vogel V. lyarsing, 146 Fed. R., p. 950.



Gilbert, Circuit Judge (p. 953), says:

'^The granting or withholding of an injunction

pendente lite ordinarily rests in the sound discre-

tion of the Court to which the application is made.

It is not for this Court to say whether it would

have granted or withheld an injunction upon the

showing which was made in the Court below. We
must recognize that upon that Court was imposed

the responsibility of the exercise of sound discre-

tion upon the case as it was presented. Unless there

has been a plain disregard of the facts or of the

settled principles of equity applicable thereto, the

exercise of the discretion of that Court is not

subject to reversal in this.''

Empire State, Idaho M. & D. Co. v. Bunker

Hill & S.M.& C. Co., 121 Fed. 973;

58C.C. A. 311,316;

Shea V. Nilima, 133 Fed. 209, 66 C. C. A.

263, 270;

Chickering v. Chickering & Sons, 120 Fed.

69, 56 C. C. A. 475.

The question of granting an injunction pending the

suit was one which rested in the sound discretion of the

trial court, and its decision will not be reviewed unless

it appears that legal discretion was improvidently exer-

cised.

Empire State Co. v. Bunker Hill Co., 22

Morrison M. Rep., p. 568.
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Citing,

Duplex Printing Press Co. v. Campbell Co.,

69 Fed. 250, 16 C. C. A. 220;

Bissell Carpet Siveeper Co. v. Goshen

Sweeper Co., 19 C. C. A. 25, 72 Fed. 545;

Southern Pacific Co. v. Earl, 27 C. C. A. 185,

82 Fed. 690.

Discretion of the lower court will not be reversed on

conflicting testimony.

Parrott Silver & Copper Co. v. Heinze; Mor-
rison's M. Rep. 21, p. 98.

A mining injunction is largely a matter of discretion.

Anaconda Co. v. Butte Co., 17 Mont. 519.

On conflicting testimony it is no abuse of discretion

to enjoin mining.

Parrott Co. v. Heinze, 21 M. R. 98.

Action of the Court below will be followed unless

it clearly appears that it abused its discretion.

Maloney v. King, 21 Morrison 278.

And same effect

Cardelliw. Comstock,2\ Morrison 699;

Norton v. Elwert, 41 Pac. (Or.) 926.

At page 927 the Court says:

''While courts of equity originally declined to

restrain waste or trespass, they now frc(iucntly in-

terpose, and by temporary injunction prevent an



injury to land, even where the right thereto is in

dispute and the DEFENDANT is in possession, claim-

ing by an adverse title, if the threatened injury will

be productive of irreparable damage (2 Wat.

Tresp., sec. 11 28; Bracken v. Preston, i Pin. 584;
Long V. Kasebeer, 28 Kan. 226; Webster v. Cooke,

23 Kan. 637) ; and an injury is irreparable if of

such a nature that it cannot be adequately compen-

sated in damages or cannot be measured by any

certain pecuniary standard {Wilson v. City of

Mineral Pointy 39 Wis. 160) . The right of a court

of equity in cases of irreparable injury, to interpose

and by temporary injunction preserve the status

quo, and restrain a trespass upon the land, the right

to v^hich is in dispute, until the title can be deter-

mined in an action at law, is no longer seriously

controverted."

U''Treating the power of granting interlocutory in-

junctions as resting in a sound judicial discretion, the

Courts of Appellate jurisdiction are averse to any inter-

ference with the exercise of that discretion. And to

such an extent is this aversion manifest, that it may be

stated as a general rule prevailing in States where ap-

peals are allowed from orders granting or refusing in-

junctions, that the appellate or revisory tribunal will

not interfere with or control the action of the Court

below in such matters unless it has been guilty of a clear

abuse of discretion; and by abuse of discretion within

the meaning of the rule is meant an error in law cotn-

mitted by the Court/^
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High on Inj., Vol. 2, Sec. 1696, pp. 1643-1644,

citing cases.

"Unless therefore, some established rule of law or

principle of equity has been violated, the action of the

Court below will not be interfered with on appeal."

Supra, Sec. 1696, p. 1645. Cases cited.

"Nor will the Appellate Court upon such an appeal

ordinarily revise or control the discretion of the Court

below upon questions of conflicting evidence when after

hearing such evidence, that Court has granted or re-

fused a preliminary injunction."

Supra. See also cases cited.

"So where the action of the lower Court in granting

or refusing a preliminary injunction was based upon

conflicting affidavits for and against the motion, such

action will not be disturbed upon appeal unless it ap-

pears upon the facts found that the writ was improvi-

dently granted."

Supra. Cases cited.

"Upon an appeal from an order granting an interloc-

utory injunction upon a bill duly verified, where such

appeal is allowed, the allegations of the bill arc taken

as prima farir true."

High on Inj., Vol. 2, Sec. 1697, p. 1646.

Freshwater v. Pittshurg, 6 West. Va. 503.

THERE IS a very sharp conflict in the evidence pre-

sented in the affidavits. I'he plaintiffs, in their respect-
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ive affidavits, entirely contradict the contentions made

by the defendants. Mr. Halla and Mrs. McNaught

(Tr. p. 15, Tr. pp. 7 and 9) testify that there was one

stake marked Bon Voyage and it was three hundred

feet easterly from the southeasterly corner stake of the

Roosevelt claim. Mrs. McNaught further testifies that

notwithstanding the representation and promise made

by defendant Frank H. Waskey to Otto Halla, one of

the plaintiffs, that he would not work the disputed

placer claim, or on the strip of ground in conflict be-

tween the Roosevelt and Bon Voyage, but would work

only on the fraction between the Roosevelt and Golden

Bull claims (page 10 of Transcript), he has, in viola-

tion of this agreement, which has not been refuted by

Waskey, extracted a large amount of pay dirt from the

premises in dispute and was still continuing so to do.

(Transcript p. 12.) In truth, the charge under oath is,

that it is the fact that ALL of the pay gravel now in the

dumps was extracted from the ground claimed by

plaintiffs in this action. (Transcript p. 12.)

In June, 1906, according to the uncontradicted testi-

mony of Otto Halla (Transcript, p. 18), Frank H.

Waskey visited him at his home in Nome, Alaska; that

they discussed the conflicting claims between the

Golden Bull, the Roosevelt and the Bon Voyage claims,

and that Mr. Waskey then told him that he would not

work on any part of the Bon Voyage claim that con-

flicted with the Roosevelt claim or the Golden Bull

claim, but would work only on the fraction between the
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Golden Bull and Roosevelt claims. (Transcript, p. i8.)

But these declarations and admissions against interest

notwithstanding, the defendants, testifies Mr. Halla

(Transcript, p. 19), crossed ''the lines of said fraction

" into and upon the premises in controversy in this

'' action, and which are within the lines of the Roosevelt

'' claim as located by the plaintiff McNaught, and have

'' extracted therefrom ALL the pay dirt contained

" therein, and have hoisted the same through the said

'' shaft, and that there is now on said fraction gold-

" bearing gravel in the form of a dump, which plain-

'' tiff is informed and believes is of the value of up-

^' wards of one hundred thousand dollars." (Tr., p.

19.)

And the defendants were found rushing the work of

spoliation when stopped by the Court's restraining

order. It further appears from the record (affidavit of

Otto Halla, Transcript p. 20) , "that said dumps are not

" yet thawed sufficiently to extract the gold therefrom,

*' by sluicing to the best advantage, but that the defend-

" ants in their haste to realize and extract said gold have

" used steam thawers upon said dumps instead of wait-

" ing for the elements to do the thawing."

Again Halla positively testifies that in the summer

of 1903 there were no stakes of the Bon V^oyage placer

mining claim within the limits of the Roosevelt claim.

('J'r., pp. 8 and 9.)

Furthermore, shows "tiic fact to be that the labor

" performed or improvements made on said premises
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^' (the Bon Voyage claim) during the year of 1903, by

'' or on behalf of the defendants, or either of them, or

'^ any one else, did not exceed in value the sum of ten

" dollars." (Halla's affidavit filed May 11, 1907, Tran-

script, p. 19), and second affidavit of Otto Halla, Tran-

script, pp. 100, 102, 103, with plaintiflf's photographic

exhibits attached. Also the affidavit of R. S. Horn

(Transcript, p. no), in absolute contradiction of an

assortment of affidavits read to the trial court on behalf

of defendants.)

Where it appears on an application for a preliminary

injunction that doubtful questions, both of fact and law,

are involved in the case, the Court will not enter upon

the merits, but will grant the injunction, if necessary to

preserve the status of the parties until the final hearing.

Cartersville L. & P. Co. v. City of Carters-

ville, 114 Fed. 699.

A bill alleging trespasses on land, and the cutting and

removal of timber, to the injury of the inheritance, with

threats to continue such trespasses, and praying an in-

junction, states a case for equitable relief.

U. S. V. Guglard, 79 Fed. 21.

In this case Judge Wellborn says:

'^One of the authorities, at least, cited by defend-

ant {Mining Co. v. Fremont, 7 Cal. 317), expressly

sustains this view. From that case (page 323) I

quote as follows:

" Tn the case of Gates v. Teague (Oct. term

1856) this court held that the mere allegation that
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the injury was irreparable would not, in itself, be

sufficient, but the complaint must show how. This

is no doubt the correct rule, and facts must be stated

to justify the conclusion of irreparable injury. But

in the case of case of mines, timbers, and quarries,

the statement of injury is sufficient. In the nature

of the case, all the party could well state as matter

of fact is the destruction of the timber in the one

case, and the taking away the minerals in the

other.'
"

Accordingly, in a much later Federal case, an in-

junction was granted to restrain a defendant from cut-

ting down or removing timber standing, or lying down

on the ground, or carrying the same away.

Peck V. Ayers, 1 16 Fed. R. 273.

The allegation of insolvency is not necessary to pro-

cure injunction in these (mining) cases. The right to

the remedy is based upon the nature of the injury, and

not upon the incapacity of the party to respond in

damages.

Merced Mg. Co. v. Fremont, 7 Cal. 321 et seq.

Cited in U. S. v. Parrott, i McAllister 318.

It is held that an injunction will be granted in certain

cases where all the defendants arc solvent.

Glidden v. Norvell, 12 Morrison Mining

Rep., p. 170.

By the Court, p. 174:

**Evcn if all the parties were responsible, complain-

ants could not be compelled to stand helplessly by while
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the property turned out to them is carried off, and trust

to the chance of receiving its value."

^'An injunction is now allowed in all cases of

trespass upon mines, upon the ground that the acts

complained of are or may be an irreparable dam-

age to this particular species of property."

Story's Eq., Sees. 918-928; Idem., Sec. 918;

Livingston v. L., 6 John Ch. 499;

Merced Mg. Co. v. Fremont, 7 Cal. 320.

And this doctrine is particularly applicable to a case

of continued trespass upon a placer gold mine, the value

of which consists wholly of auriferous deposits that may

be worked out and removed without leaving any evi-

dence of quantity or value upon which to base an esti-

mate or account, as in the case of coal, stone and other

minerals not precious.

Chapman v. Toy Long, 4 Sawy. 28

;

Erhardt v. Boaro, 113 U. S. 537

;

St. Louis V. Montana, 58 Fed. 129;

Irwin V. Davidson, 7 Morrison 237.

In case of destructive trespass by mining, the solvency

of defendant is not material.

Boyd V. Dozier, 20 Mont. 444, 52 Pac. 53;

Mabel Co. v. Pierson Co., 121 Ala. 567, 25

So. 754.

In Erhardt v. Boaro, 113 U. S., p. 537, Mr. Justice

Field states (p. 538) :
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"It was formerly the doctrine of equity in cases

of alleged trespass on land, not to restrain the use

and enjoyment of the premises by the defendant

when the title was in dispute, but to leave the com-

plaining party to his remedy at law. A contro-

versy as to the title w^as deemed sufficient to exclude

the jurisdiction of the Court. In Pillsicorth v.

Hopton, 6 Vesey 51, which was before Lord Eldon

in 1 801, he is reported to have said that he remem-

bered bemg told in early life from the bench 'that

if the plaintiff files a bill for an account and an

injunction to restrain waste, stating that the defend-

ant claimed bv a title adverse to his, he stated him-

self out of court as to the injunction.' This doc-

trine has been greatly modified in modern times,

and it is now common practice in cases where ir-

remediable mischief is being done or threatened,

going to the destruction of the substance of the

estate, such as the extracting of ores from a mine,

to issue an injunction, though the title to the prem-

ises be in litigation/'

"The authority of the Court is exercised in such

cases, through its preventive writ, to preserve the

property from destruction pending legal proceed-

ings for the determination of the title." (Citing

Le Roy v. JFright, 4 Sawyer S30)535-)

It is a fact that the earth, sand, rock and gravel of

Alaska adjacent to Nome and where the Roosevelt

placer claim is located, is gold bearing in a greater or

less degree. The appellants surreptitiously, stealthily,

and in direct contradiction of their given word that they
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would not do so, extracted and were continuing to ex-

tract a large amount of this gold-bearing gravel from

the Roosevelt placer claim and threatened and were

about to wash and extract the gold from the gravel, to

the great and irreparable injury of the appellees;

whereupon for their protection, preliminarily, the

Court stopped the wrongdoing in the midst of its per-

formance by granting a preliminary injunction.

In Henshaw v. Clark, 14 Cal. 460, Morrison M.

Rep., Vol. XIV, p. 434, it is said:

^'Extracting minerals and excavating ditches are

in the nature of irreparable injuries as to which

the denial of injunctive relief is tantamount to the

denial of all protection; and the fugitive nature

of the defendants is also to be considered/'

Equity relief by injunction is particularly applicable

to the kind of mining known as Placer Mines, and on

account of the irreparable injury that would result from

the continuance of a trespass to this character of prop-

erty, it would seem that the courts should exercise still

greater latitude in trespass to this character of property.

White's Mines & Mg. Remedies, p. 649, Sec.

491. Citing cases.

The granting of a preliminary injunction does not

determine the rights of the parties, AND THE
COURT NEED BE SATISFIED NO FURTHER
THAN OF A PROBABLE RIGHT and A PROB-
ABLE DANGER, and that the granting of such order
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will probably be attended with less injury than its

refusal.

Colorado Eastern R. Co. v. Chicago B. & Q.

R. Co., 141 Fed. Rep., p. 898.

An injunction will be granted in some cases where the

parties have both legal titles and legal remedies, but

irreparable mischief would be done unless they were

entitled to more immediate relief than that which they

could obtain at law; it has accordingly been granted,

when the injunction amounted in fact to an injunction

to stop trespass; for if the Court would not interfere

against a trespasser he might go on by repeated acts of

damage which would be absolutely irremediable.

Daniels' Chancery Practice, Vol. 3, p. 1854;

Cited with approval in U. S. v. Parrott, i Mc-

Allister, p. 297.

Further citing same author (Daniels Ch. P. 1854)

the Court in U. S. v. Parrott, supra, says:

^'The same principle has been acted on and ap-

plied without scruple in various other decisions;

for unless there was a jurisdiction there would be a

great want of justice in the country."

NOR WILL THE INJUNCTION BE LIM-

ITED TO THE PREVENTION OF FUTURE
TRESPASS, BUT WILL RESTRAIN THE RE-

MOVAL OF ORE ALREADY EXTRACTED
I' ROM THE MINE.

High on Inj., Vol. i, Sec. 731, p. 694;
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U, S. V. Parrott, McAU. C. C. 271, citing

other cases.

Where, therefore, plaintiffs by their location have

acquired the right to possess such placer mines and to

appropriate the minerals therein, they may obtain the

aid of equity by injunction to prevent defendants from

encroaching upon their mines.

High on Inj., Vol. i. Sec. 735, p. 697;

Chapman v. Toy Long, 4 Sawy. 28.

It comports more with substantial justice to both

parties to restrain the trespass than to leave the plaintiff

to pursue his remedy at law.

Lindley on Mines, Vol. 2, Sec. 872, p. 869,

cases cited.

Always in questions of injunction against the working

of mines, the doubt should be resolved in favor of

granting a writ.

Lindley, Vol. 2, Sec. 872, p. 1608, cases cited.

A denial of the preventative remedy by injunction,

where the injuries complained of are of a character

calculated to destroy the value of the land for all useful

purposes would be ttantamount to a denial of all pro-

tection.

Supra, citing cases.

Greater latitude is allowed in a case of trespass to

mining property than in restraining ordinary trespass

to realty, for the mineral is the chief value of this
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species of property, AND IF THE TRESPASS
WERE ALLOWED TO CONTINUE FOR A
GREAT LENGTH OF TIME, IT WOULD
GREATLY DETERIORATE THE VALUE OF
THE PROPERTY.

White's Mines and Mg. etc., Sec. 481

;

McBrauer v. Hardin, 7 Ired. Eq. N. C. i
;

Gray v. Duke etc., 13 Ves. 236;

High on Inj., Sec. 730, p. 559.

The fact, proved by the party enjoined, that the

value of the ore taken could be readily estimated, does

NOT deprive the Court of its right to interfere in such

a case by way of injunction, for this could be shown in

most cases of the kind and yet it was to prevent trespass

and restrain waste and irreparable injury that the rem-

edy of injunction has its origin and still continues to be

most frequently used. Minerals form a part of the

corpus of the estate and aside from their intrinsic value,

great and irreparable injury would result to the inheri-

tance from their removal and it is principally for this

reason that trespass to mines are placed upon a different

footing from trespass to other species of property and

Courts arc always alert to interfere in such cases, to

prevent the substance of the estate from being carried

away and destroyed.

White etc., Sec. 48 1, p. 637. Cases cited.

In a trespass to mining property, as the mischief, if

allowed to continue, would SOON be irreparable, an
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injunction will usually be granted although the plain-

tiff's TITLE MAY BE IN DISPUTE AND THE
SAME HAS NEVER BEEN ESTABLISHED AT
LAW.

White etc., Sec. 483, p. 639. Cases cited.

"If the threatened injury is of such a nature that the

consequences of its commission would be irreparable,

should the title be decided adversely to the defendant,

then equity will interfere to prevent the injury before

a final adjudication as to plaintiff's title."

White etc., Sec. 484, p. 640;

Erhardt v. Boaro, 1 13 U. S. 539.

Where the trespass consists in a removal of ore from

another's mine, an injunction will not only prevent the

recurrence of future trespass, but will also RE-

STRAIN THE REMOVAL OF ORE ALREADY
EXTRACTED FROM THE MINE.

White etc., Sec. 495, p. 654. Cases cited.

The removal of ore goes to the destruction of the

estate and if the Court, in its discretion—AND THE
RIGHT OF THE COURT TO INTERFERE BY
INJUNCTION IS PURELY DISCRETIONARY
—sees fit to restrain the removal of ore, the fact that

the value of the ore taken could easily be computed,

would NOT deprive the Court of its jurisdiction and

its right to prevent such removal by injunction.

White, Sec. 495, p. 655. Cases cited.
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"In this class of cases the injury in itself is irrepar-

able. It is irreparable by definition, and going as it

does to the substance of the estate, it is a matter of in-

difference whether the plaintiff IS IN OR OUT of

possession."

Lindley on Mines, Vol. 2, Sec. 872, pp. 1608-

1609, citing cases.

The lower Court had the power, in the action at bar,

to exercise the equitable remedy of an injunctional

order, to prevent irreparable injury to the property

in litigation, by the appellants.

In Martin v. Martin, 24 Pac. Rep. 418, it is stated:

"The plaintiff in error contends that the defend-

ants did not waive a jury in the Court below, and

therefore the Court could only grant strictly

equitable relief and had no right to assume the

functions of a jury and give a judgment for dam-

ages and the possession of realty. The case was

one for equitable relief. A jury was not requested

to pass upon any question of fact in the case. It is

a well settled principle of equity jurisprudence

that, where the Court has all the parties before it,

it will adjudicate upon all the rights of the parties

connected with the suit, so far as it can, so as to

avoid a multiplicity of suits. Courts of equity

may adjust their decrees so as to meet most, if not

all, the exigencies which may arise; and they may
vary, qualify, restrain and model the remedy so as

to suit it to the mutual and adverse claims con-

trolling equity, and the real and substantial rights

of the parties, (i Story Ec]. Jur., Sec. 28.)
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"The Court below, having acquired jurisdic-

tion of the parties and the subject matter of the

suit, had the inherent power to make all necessary

orders, decrees, and judgments, so as to settle the

matters in controversy, and thus prevent litigation.

Where a court of equity obtains jurisdiction of a

suit for the purpose of granting some distinctively

equitable relief, and the special relief prayed for

is not practical, the court may retain the cause,

decide all the issues involved, and may decree the

payment of mere compensatory damages. ( i Pom-

eroy Eq. Jur., Sec. 237, and authorities there

cited.) We think the judgment and decree of the

Court below should not be disturbed, and recom-

mend that it be affirmed."

It is the settled rule that in cases of mines, where the

extraction of ore means the destruction of the very

substance of the estate, the injury requires to be met by

a strong and decisive preventive remedy acting with a

promptness almost amounting to surprise, and yet af-

fording to the party restrained a speedy hearing.

'^Generally speaking, an injunction to stay waste

may be granted where the nature of the injury is

such that a preventive remedy is indispensable,

and should be permanent. If the remedy at law

is inadequate, an injunction will be granted in all

cases where a legal action would lie to recover

possession of the land wasted, or to recover dam-

ages, and in a variety of others where no such

action could be brought. It is not necessary to

the issuing of an injunction to restrain waste that

the tenant be shown to be insolvent.
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*'// has been said that in some of the United

States an injunction to stay waste has become al-

most a matter of course/^

Am. & Eng. Enc. of Law, 2d Ed., Vol. 30, p.

285, citing a number of cases in support of

the text.

U. S. V. Parrott, McAll. U. S. 271

;

Erhardt v. Boaro, 113 U. S. 537;

U. S. V. Guglard, 79 Fed. Rep. 21
;

McBride v. Pierce Co., 44 Fed. Rep. 17;

Marshall v. Turnbull, 32 Fed. Rep. 124, 34

Fed. Rep. 827;

Lainer v. Allison, 31 Fed. Rep. 100;

Preston v. Smith, 26 Fed. Rep. 884;

Fletcher v. New Orleans N. E. R. Co., 20

Fed. Rep. 345

;

Nichols V. Jones, 19 Fed. Rep. 855 ;

Mitchell V. Amador Canal Co., 75 Cal. 464;

Perrine v. Marsden, 34 Cal. 14;

Sheridan v. McMullen, 12 Oregon 150.

"The distinction," says the Court, in Merced Alining

Co. V. Fremont, 7 Cal. 317 (at p. 321), ''between waste

and trespass, so far as regards the power of the Court

to grant an injunction, has been set aside," and "it is now

granted (says Mr. Justice Story) in all cases of timber,

coals, ores and quarries, when the party is a mere tres-

passer, or when he exceeds the limited rights with

which he is clothed, upon the grounds that the acts are,
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or may be, an irreparable injury to the property."

{Ibid, p. 221.)

In the same case, which is strikingly analogous in all

its salient features to the case at bar, the Court, in grant-

ing an injunction to restrain trespass, in entering upon

a mining claim, and removing auriferous quartz from

it, uses language singularly applicable to the novel sit-

uation in the locality of this controversy.

Judge Burnett, in delivering the opinion of the

Court, says (7 Cal. 325) :
,

"The sentiment that 'Courts are bound to take

notice of the political and social condition of the

country, which they judicially rule,' is as just as its

expression is concise and appropriate. And courts,

knowing the political and social condition of the

country, are equally bound to apply the law and

the principles of enlarged reason, to the new cir-

cumstances of a people. It is the boast of the

common law, as of every other system of enlight-

ened jurisprudence, that its principles, when legit-

imately applied, will afford a redress for every

substantial injury. And especially is it the distin-

guishing characteristic of equity, that while its

rules are certain, its expansive principles are ample

enough to embrace all new cases. The circum-

stances (italics are the Court's) of a case may be

new, but there is always some known principle,

or a new combination of known principles, ap-

plicable to it." (pp. 325-6.)

The Court proceeds to say:

"And in reference to a mining claim, under the
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circumstances actually existing in this State, the

injury to the mine, is to all intents and purposes,

an irreparable injury to the estate of the holder.

Unless restrained, the intruder may take away, not

only that which is of the substance of the existing

estate, but all that is of any value. The right of

the holder, whatever you may define it to be, is

practically valuable, if protected 'against all the

world but the true owner.' It would seem to be

the duty of the courts to give this protection. It

must be conceded that courts should exercise due

discretion in granting injunctions to restrain al-

leged irreparable michiefs. Parties are sometimes

improperly restrained, to their serious injury.

When the title of the plaintiff is disputed in the

answer, the courts should be still more cautious.

But in all cases, it is matter of sound discretion.

It may be properly said, however, that when there

is a reasonable ground to apprehend the commis-

sion of irreparable mischief, pending the litigation,

and the title be matter of doubt, the court should

restrain both the parties, or appoint a receiver,

under proper circumstances. The party restrained,

in a case of reasonable doubt, has, at least, these

advantages: First, the property is left untouched

for the time, and upon the termination of the suit

in his favor returns to him unimpaired. Second,

he has not only his remedy against the opposite

party, but also against his sureties. But in case

the party is not restrained, and tlie suit should

terminate adversely to him, the other party must

rely solely upon his personal responsibility. It is

true, notwithstanding all these advantages, he may
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suffer very seriously; but as it is matter of doubt

who has the right, and some one must incur the

risk pending the litigation, the risk would be less

on his than on the other side." (p. 328.)

We further call attention to the case of Allen v.

Dunlap (Oregon, 1893), reported in 1^1^ Pacific 675, as

distinctly supporting the appellee's contentions in

the case at bar. Plaintiffs, in possession of a mining

claim as locators, and their title in dispute by defend-

ants, were granted an injunction to restrain trespass on

a quartz ledge of this mining claim, without having

first shown or being required to establish in an action

at law that the plaintiffs were rightfully entitled to the

possessory title.

Allen V. Dunlap, 33 Pac. 67.

And to the same effect, Bishop v. Baisley, Oregon

1895, 41 P^c- R^P- 936-

It is well settled law that tailing claims are analogous

to mining claims and become an accretion to the land;

as was expressly held in Rogers v. Cooney, 7 Nevada

et seq, where the Court says (page 217 bottom of page

and page 218) :

"It is admitted by the parties and so found by

the Court below, that the land in question is of no

value except for the tailings, and that they are

valuable only for the gold and silver which they

contain. So it is manifest from the evidence that

neither plaintiffs nor defendant claimed the land

for any purpose except that of securing such tail-
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ings; in other words, it is claimed by them for

mining purposes only. Although not a mining

claim, within the strict meaning of the expression

as generally used in this country, still it is so

closely analogous to it, that the propriety of sub-

jecting the acquisition and maintenance of the pos-

session of it to the rules governing the acquisition

of the right of possession to a strictly mining claim,

at once suggests itself. The only value attached

to the land results from the precious metals which

may be obtained from it. What the difference

how the metals may have been deposited there,

so far as a case of this kind is concerned?

It is distributed through a certain stratum of earth,

which must be dug up and put through a certain

milling process, as in the case of any ordinary

metaliferous earth. If the land be valuable only

for the metal which it may contain, and it is

claimed by neither party for any other purpose, the

acquisition of title to it manifestly should be gov-

erned by the rules ordinarily controlling the acqui-

sition of title or the right of possession to mining

claims."

In line with these views, in the Twelfth Edition of

Morrison on Mining Rights, p. 190, we find the fol-

lowing:

*'A dump is real estate, and passes to the grantee

without special mention.'*

Phiccr mines cannot be phiccd in the same category

as lode claims. In the latter class, the ores arc found

in the position in which nature first placed them;
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whereas placer mines are deposits carried into the posi-

tion which they occupy by the action of the external

elements. In many places, along the stream and on the

tundra, in Alaska, the entire deposit from surface to

bed rock is pay ground.

The mere removal of this gravel from the bottom to

the top, and placing it on other gravel on the surface,

forming a portion of the real estate, cannot possibly

alter its essential character as a part of the freehold,

nor by referring to it as "personal property" place it

beyond the power of the party rightfully entitled to the

possessory title to save it by the restraining order of a

court from being sluiced out of the real property, of

which it is an integral, visible, natural and physical

part.

The rights of the owner to the minerals under a

placer claim are the same as those of any other owner

of the soil.

Barringer & Adams on the Law of Mines and

Mining (Ed. of 1900), p. 478 et seq.

In the same treatise upon page four, the learned

authors state the law on this subject to be as declared by

the Supreme Court of the State of New York in the case

of Lacustrine Fertilizer Co, v. Lake Guano & Fer-

tilizer Co. (82 N. Y. 476, 1880), as follows:

"The agents of the State in digging a canal

through certain land, dug up and deposited in piles

on the bank certain marl. This was both after and
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before the digging a part of the freehold, and the

property of the owner in fee."

It is manifest, therefore, from the authorities above

quoted or referred to, that the order of the lower court

is sustained both upon principle and ^ixcep*, and we

respectfully submit that the order granting a prelim-

inary injunction herein should be affirmed.

ELWOOD BRUNER,

J. ALLISON BRUNER,
P. M. BRUNER,

Attorneys for Appellees.

EDWARD LANDE,
JOHN P. ALLEN,
Of Counsel.


